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Walk down any busy urban street, and it won’t 

take long to grasp that we’re usually trying to fit 

too much into the available space (and time)… 

demand for kerb-space typically exceeds supply. 

Little further thought will be needed to reach the 

additional conclusion that the tools we currently 

use to manage both supply and demand are 

largely rudimentary and often ineffective.

Forget the future, the kerbside is already an 

increasingly a contested space, inefficiently used. 
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• The kerbside might well be the most contested space in any city

• What’s out there now is (more often than not) a mess!

• We apply very little science in allocating or managing kerb-space

• We complain about non-compliance, but our current practice makes it inevitable

• Enforcement is both difficult and friendless
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• The kerbside is a hugely valuable public asset and usually in high demand; yet, 

most of the time, we just give it away

• (In the UK) the same piece of kerbside cannot currently be designated for two 

different uses in the same time period

• The quality of the walking experience generally seems like an afterthought

• Latitude, not just longitude: we need to consider all the space between buildings

• Flexibility in use is more efficient, but compliance reduces as complexity 

increases – because users struggle to understand all but the simplest regulations
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• We’re hopeless at understanding user needs (data)

• We aren’t much better at communicating with users

• We need to be more rational about rationing kerb-space

• Increased automation offers many opportunities, but…

• …what do we do while we wait for the future?
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A possible 4-step process:

1. Assess how different users/uses need to occupy the kerbside for different lengths 

of time (timing)

2. Calculate the kerbside space requirements for different users/uses (mapping)

3. Determine local priorities, to guide decisions on allocating space to different 

users/uses in the light of Steps 1 & 2

4. Consider opportunities for allocating the same stretch of kerbside to different 

users/uses at different times/days
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Timing
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Mapping
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• What kind of street(s) do we want?

• Technical solutions must meet our policy objectives

• Many individual demands for kerb access are predictable, within certain limits, on 

the day. But a week/months ahead?

• And who owns/shares the information?

• Automation presents the opportunity to digitise access – not just to the kerbside, 

but to whole streets

• From fixed-signs-to-distracted-drivers 

To system-to-system
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• Start by obtaining and providing better information

• Explore how we can improve efficiency, simply; including legal changes to enable 

flexible use

• Switch from enforcing non-compliance to ‘Charging for a Service’?

• Innovation and Regulation
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MY

KERB,

MY

RULES


